OTHER25% discountspecials:

Where in the world

B&L SSM-15 ..............
$102.75
(15X stereo)
B&L STZ-203 ..........
$138.75
.......
(50X-200X zoom, illum.)
B&L N3S3M ...................
$172.50
(40X, 1OOX,400X, mirror)
B&L T4F3L .$320.25
(10OX, 400X, 100OX, illum.)

can you purchase a

SWIFT M952B Microscope for $180.75?
(a 25% discount from Mfg. sugg. list of $241.00)

Triarchregularly
discounts all Swift and
Bausch & Lomb
8

a_2

o

gI

~microscope

prices.

LETUS KNOW YOUR NEEDS!

by imposters." "..

the skeleton

of a

frigate bird with a seven foot wing
span weighed only four ounces, which
was less than the weight of the feasince T.H. Huxley genera-

tions of comparative anatomy students
have even been taught to think of birds
as 'glorifiedreptiles'!"
If you like to carry on a few experiments in flight in the privacy of your
home, you will find detailed directions
for converting a sheet of 81/2 x 11 paper
into a plane of such endurance flight
that you might call it a "mystery glider."
Good luck.
Philip Goldstein
9470 Poinciana Place
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Audiovisuals
...

from p. 284

material is forthright, objective, nonjudgmental, and sympathetic. Infor-

M952B

P.O. Box 98 - Ripon, WI 54971
(414-748-5125)

mation and ideas are presented in an
interesting, understanding, and understandable way. Then why my lack of
enthusiasm? I have reservations because
the underlying assumption seems to be
that if teenagers only have the facts
they will make appropriate choices.
There is no guidance regarding clarification of values, or, more important,
the decision-making process. This serious
drawback is the reason I must stress
again the importance of a competent
teacher using this program.
Half of the 50-page teacher's guide is
a summary and script of the slide-cassette program. Review questions ask for
recall of information from each of the
three sections. The discussion questions
are good and the suggested activities
are excellent because they require exploration of emerging attitudes and
values.
The program targets a white, middleclass population with a passing nod to
the black middle-class. It is difficult to
specify the most appropriate age group
because the three parts vary considerably
in sophistication. The program would
certainly be useful at the high school
level.
Betty Risley
Universityof Illinois
at the Medical Center
Chicago

THE MANY WORLDS OF NATURE:
TREE BLOSSOMS
1980. Screenscope, Inc., (Suite 2000,
1022 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington,
Virginia 22209). 16 mm color-sound
film. 12 minutes. Purchase $160.00.
This film points out that, while most
people seldom think of trees as flowering
plants, trees indeed do have flowers if
we only take time to look. The film examines numerous trees in their natural
habitats. The terms monoecious, dioecious, and perfect flower are defined,
and appropriate trees are cited as ex-
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amples. Also discussed are the role of
flowers in the life cycles of trees, when to
find trees in flower, and the life cycle of
the pine.
This is a good, basic film with fine
photography and clear narration. The
film uses little botanical vocabulary,
which may or may not be a problem
depending on the intended audience.
Michael L. Harshaw
West Deptford High School
Westville,New Jersey

A RIVER, ITS FISH AND MAN 1979.
Educational Materials and Equipment Co., (46 Lafayette Avenue, New
Rochelle, New York 10801). Sound/
slide program. 24 minutes. Purchase
$73.50.
This program is an excellent pictoral
essay on the interdependence between
humans and the natural environment.
From its opening discussion of the hydrologic cycle to the conclusion on how
technological advances can be used to
enhance previously degraded ecosystems, the developers successfully weave
the thread of the continuity of life.
The hydrologic cycle is discussed in
plain terms. Photographic and graphic
examples illustrate the notion that the
sun is the engine of the cycle and that we
have a finite water supply. The transition
from the physical to the biological cycle
of the life history of the Atlantic salmon is
flawless. Questions for discussion at the
end of Part 1 relate to present-day problems and require some inference on the
part of the student.
Part 2 shows the effects of unbridled
technology on life systems. Dramatic
shots of sources of air and waterpollution
lead to a discussion of human impacts
on the Connecticut River in particular
and all ecosystems in general. Citizen
concern and participation are fundamental to the explanation of why and

(Continued on p. 290)
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how your breakfasteggs come to market,
read Poultry Production. To learn why a
sea gull can drink ocean water and survive, while a shipwrecked sailor cannot,
read Salt Glands.
Ecological Chemistry will tell you why
a blue jay rarely attacks a monarch
butterfly. Mimicry in Parasitic Birds
deals with the problems of social parasitism. And, in case you do not already
know, Pesticides and the Reproduction
of Birds will tell you how humans have
seriously depleted populations of many
predatory birds-inadvertantly, of course.
Read a little here and a little there, and
you are sure to pick up some gems of
knowledge such as these:
Birds live in a world that is always
in the present, mostly full of joy, with
little memory of the past, and no real
anticipation of what is to come." "The
ritualnature of many of the visible cues
used by birds-the fact that the responses
are programmed-makes
those birds vulnerable to exploitation

thers! "..
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